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We are well into the year now and I am sure
that for some of you it has been a rough few
months. It’s at this point that some of you are
maybe getting a little bit nervous about future
clinical sessions – I’m looking at all you BDS3
and 4s with shaky hands and flaky patients. I
can’t make the patients show up but what I
can do is give you some advice for that one

session where they do.
 

1. It’s all in your head
It’s your first clean, filling, crown, exo, etc. and
you’re losing it, or you’ve just had your session
and it hasn’t gone well. But it’s all going to be
OK – while the patient may never forget their
brutalization at your hands, in time you most

certainly will. 
 

2. Dry everything
While I’m sure some of you have itchy triplex
trigger fingers, I’m positive that most of you

think a light breeze is enough to work with. If
the patient can swallow, or they’re only mildly
uncomfortable then it’s just not dry enough!
Plus if you don’t know what you’re looking at,
9 times out of 10 all you need to do is dry it

out. 
 

3. Fast & the Furious
You’re just too slow, unless you’ve already

graduated and are moonlighting as a student
for fun. If you’re removing caries, don’t stop

until you get that characteristic feel and
sound. But whatever it is you’re doing, just go
for it. So what if you get a pulp exposure, we

have stuff for that, right?
 

4. Enter the matrix
Did you honestly think that the bent,

damaged, poorly contoured matrix would
yield a magically deficiency-free margin and
ideal contact area? Now your tutor has sat
down to re-do your restoration and you’re

wondering if you should just strangle yourself
with the suction and end it all. 

 
5. Scriptwriter 

For the love of God, please write a script for
what to say during your appointments.

Because not only is the patient weirded out
by the gibberish pouring out of you, your

tutor now has some entertaining stories to
tell their mates. 

 
6. Service code cheat sheet

If you haven’t already, write up a cheat sheet
with all the common service codes. Not only
will you trick your tutor into thinking you’re a
good student, but you might also rediscover
your lunch break on those long AM/PM clinic

days.
 

7. Perfect your clinic playlist
There’s nothing quite like being roasted to a
soundtrack. But in all seriousness, I’m pretty

sure my pre-clinic pump-up playlist was
single-handedly propping up my mental

health during those clinic sessions. Just don’t
have ‘Another One Bites the Dust’ in there,

take it from me, it won’t go down well. 
 

Surviving Clinic
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KA-POW!KA-POW!KA-POW! Mould with boiling water! *

 BAM!BAM!BAM!Fits your gums, to give you that Hollywood

smile!11!! **

 

SA
Y WHAT!!?? SA
Y WHAT!!?? SA
Y WHAT!!?? 

Don’t pay $1000+ for the SAME thing 

Never has the title, immediate dentures, been so
fitting. 

Tarek Abasseri

*CAUTION. VERY HOT AND COMBUSTIBLE. Vendor is not legally responsible
for any bodily burns and/or soft tissue trauma. 
**Vendor is not liable for the development and/or progression of odontogenic
and/or periodontal pathology.

$11.80 WITH SHIPPING!$11.80 WITH SHIPPING!$11.80 WITH SHIPPING!
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Manual dexterity is “the ability to use your hands in
a skillful, coordinated way to grasp and manipulate

objects and demonstrate small, precise movements.”
Manual dexterity combined with visual acuity and
depth perception has an undeniable influence on

clinical outcomes as most dental procedures require
precise work on a small scale. This raises two

questions: How important is manual dexterity for
clinical outcomes? And, is manual dexterity innate or

can it be improved?
 

It is a common observation that students progress at
different rates on clinical tasks and some dentists
show an abundance of technical skill. In the book

Hereditary Genius (1869), Francis Galton proposes
that there is an innate limit for our physical and

mental capacities, an idea that is quite compelling
when looking at elite performance in many domains.
Some surgeons in training programs hold the belief
that students need to arrive with the baseline skills,

both technical and mental, and that they can tell who
will not make it. Is this harsh reality true?

 
Luckily, patient outcomes also depend on non-

technical skills such as knowledge, decision-making
and communication skills. A study¹ that examined the
influence of visuospatial ability and manual dexterity
on surgical performance across 3 levels of expertise

(dental students, surgical residents, and staff
surgeons) concluded that "among novices, visuospatial
ability was associated with improved performance on

spatially complex surgical procedures, but not in
advanced trainees and experts, suggesting that

practice and surgical experience may supplant the
influence of visuospatial ability over time." 

 
A second study² of applicants to an otolaryngology

(ENT) residency who were made to do soap carvings
during the interview showed that there was no

significant difference between individuals with the best
soap carvings and those with the worst soap carvings
and both groups had many people go on to become

ENT surgeons. Even if manual dexterity is not the sole
factor for clinical success, if you want to be the best

clinician possible then you will want to have complete
control over your hands. Can manual dexterity be

improved?

Medical and dental schools across the world have
reported a marked decline in the manual dexterity of

students and residents. Some blame the lack of
hands-on courses in schools (drawing, painting and

music) while others blame too much time spent
tapping and swiping screens. Picking up hobbies such
as drawing, painting, sculpting, knitting, or learning a

musical instrument, particularly one that requires
extensive hand-eye coordination (e.g. piano, violin),

can help you fine-tune your motor skills. The
development of psychomotor skills occurs more

rapidly during childhood which explains why certain
people have an easier time in dental school.

 
Even as an adult, psychomotor skills can be improved.

The three-phase theory of motor skill development
begins with a cognitive phase (when a skill is being

understood and practiced and errors are made), then
an integrative phase (when the skill is performed with
increasing fluency) and finally an autonomous phase

(when the skill requires little conscious effort to
perform). This automaticity of motor skills frees up the

clinician to multi-task, problem solve and make
decisions without compromising care. How can we

reach our potential?
 

Deliberate practice makes perfect. That is,
identifying flaws and critiquing your technique and

then creating strategies to overcome these issues and
progress your technical skills. For this reason, loupes
which help you look at your work more closely as well

as improve visual capacities can be a useful aid.
Equally important is being resilient and optimistic,

patient and calm, and persevering through difficulties.
It is difficult to know where the ceiling of your talent is,

but, it is a fact that what makes a great dentist is
unrelenting practice.

 
¹ Wanzel KR, Hamstra SJ, Caminiti MF, Anastakis DJ, Grober ED, Reznick RK.

Visual-spatial ability correlates with efficiency of hand motion and
successful surgical performance. Surgery. 2003 Nov;134(5):750-7. doi:

10.1016/s0039-6060(03)00248-4. PMID: 14639352.
 

² Tang CG, Hilsinger RL, Cruz RM, Schloegel LJ, Byl FM, Rasgon BM. Manual
Dexterity Aptitude Testing: A Soap Carving Study. JAMA Otolaryngol Head

Neck Surg. 2014;140(3):243–249. doi:10.1001/jamaoto.2013.6456
 

Manual dexterity.
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